Games etc

content

Learning Management Systems

USFs - how can these be leveraged?

Universal Access Funds

Portal and learning content
online

Content portals for free access to
lesson plans and educational
resources

Sustainable financing of blended
learning is critical plus considering a
range of media

Open curriculum
Operators will not go to
marginalised communities because
it is a numbers game

Summative

Sustainable financing

Formative

Scale and cost of scaling

Public-Private Partnerships

Assessment

Assessment
Links with industry

Use of learning analytics tracing
performance of students

Namibia - working with basic and
higher education ministries stimulus packages during COVID-19
- how can we make these
sustainable in the future - investing
for the future

Assessment really matters - challenges of
formal (exams); summative and formative

Early years

employment

Early childhood

For most marginalised the
government has to be involved

Oversight

Quality assurance/monitroing and
evaluation
Norms for schools to adhere to

Internet for All - connecting the
unconnected - meaningful connection not
just basic

Abrupt transitioning to blended
learning

Pedagogy

Connectivity access
Digital inclusion

Access

How do we teach given the reality of
the present?

Delivery of education

Universal and Global Internet access

Sustainability of financing
and infrastructure

Relevance of what is being taught

Backbone

Two levels
Micro level - having the gadget and tech

Linked to learning for work

TVET - teaching practical lessons
Importance of electricity - reliable
Culture of pedagogy.
Provide content over a range of
delivery platforms (in school,
internet, radio, tv, etc.).

Open pedagogy and practce

Infrastructure

People with disabilities

Student diversity
Design of curriculum

Individual devices or more lab ideas

AFRICA: What key issues should
governments focus on in using digital
technologies in education postCOVID-19 for the most marginalised?

Redefining the role of teachers and
community for youth whose second
language is technology

teacher training units are not tech enabled

Loss of learning - access to internet
(and devices) while some schools /
colleges are relying on remote
teaching. And the loss of learning
affects the less advantaged most

Indicates topic
for possible
guidance note

Policy and delivery of content

Radio

Need for technological training for
those being trained at teacher
training colleges

Frugal solutions

Affordability of teaching/learning
devices

Agree with use of Radio (and TV) - not
everyone has access to internet!

Context appropriate tech - crucial role

Teachers, facilitators and
leaders of education

In-service teacher training

Cybersecurity

Teachers using tech
Private sector engagement
Teacher development
Decolonisation and access to
Internet
Multi-roles

School leaders have a key role

Other aspects of sustainability
Difficult to engage the youngest
children with remote learning
Wider crisis preparedness
Families overwhelmed by teaching
at home

What should governments do?
Home schooling

Parents going back to work and
then no-one able to be at home
looking after children

Policies incorporating tech

Adapting to change
Crisis in food security

Gender based violence in schools

Pandemic around social issues
- now and beyond

Resilience

Psycho-social issues

How do we embed ICT in health and
education sectors that have been
laid bare by the crisis

Cross pollination of sectors as a
result of COVID-19

Whole of government approach

Older students can use tech
autonomously

Parent-teachers relationships

It seems that there is an overload of
teaching which can be
overwhelming

Where do we start?

Families, culture and
community

Policy and strategy
Should we wait until everyone
is online before starting online
learning

We need also to consider
"work-life" balance.

Mindset needs changing

Links to electricity and connectivity

All the options of readiness

Importance of culture
Need for a national
digitalisation strategy

Option for children to be at school
outside

Implications for the school
environment

Wider community issues

More players in the digital world data and privacy issues - who has
access to data and following
learners post-Curriculum

People engage with digital well
beyond just the school

Online security and privacy of
teachers and learners

This won’t happen in Estonia or
other European countries

Verifying success models in
different countries

COVID is hitting economies and
the effects will be long term.
Jobs matter so more TVET
investment needed

Some countries can have all
universities online

e.g. Uruguay suffered least because
it was most prepared

Where they are just building on existing
infrastructure

Not all schools can gonline

